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Responses of auditory cortical neurons encode sound features of incoming acoustic stimuli and also are shaped by stimulus context and
history. Previous studies of mammalian auditory cortex have reported a variable time course for such contextual effects ranging from
milliseconds to minutes. However, in secondary auditory forebrain areas of songbirds, long-term stimulus-specific neuronal habituation
to acoustic stimuli can persist for much longer periods of time, ranging from hours to days. Such long-term habituation in the songbird
is a form of long-term auditory memory that requires gene expression. Although such long-term habituation has been demonstrated in
avian auditory forebrain, this phenomenon has not previously been described in the mammalian auditory system. Utilizing a similar
version of the avian habituation paradigm, we explored whether such long-term effects of stimulus history also occur in auditory cortex
of a mammalian auditory generalist, the ferret. Following repetitive presentation of novel complex sounds, we observed significant
response habituation in secondary auditory cortex, but not in primary auditory cortex. This long-term habituation appeared to be
independent for each novel stimulus and often lasted for at least 20 min. These effects could not be explained by simple neuronal fatigue
in the auditory pathway, because time-reversed sounds induced undiminished responses similar to those elicited by completely novel
sounds. A parallel set of pupillometric response measurements in the ferret revealed long-term habituation effects similar to observed
long-term neural habituation, supporting the hypothesis that habituation to passively presented stimuli is correlated with implicit
learning and long-term recognition of familiar sounds.
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Significance Statement
Long-term habituation in higher areas of songbird auditory forebrain is associated with gene expression and is correlated with
recognition memory. Similar long-term auditory habituation in mammals has not been previously described. We studied such
habituation in single neurons in the auditory cortex of awake ferrets that were passively listening to repeated presentations of
various complex sounds. Responses exhibited long-lasting habituation (at least 20 min) in the secondary, but not primary auditory cortex. Habituation ceased when stimuli were played backward, despite having identical spectral content to the original
sound. This long-term neural habituation correlated with similar habituation of ferret pupillary responses to repeated presentations of the same stimuli, suggesting that stimulus habituation is retained as a long-term behavioral memory.

Introduction

Neural activity in the mammalian primary auditory cortex encodes not only the acoustic features of sound but also stimulus
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history and context (Ulanovsky et al., 2003, 2004; Nelken, 2014;
Nieto-Diego and Malmierca, 2016; Parras et al., 2017). Most contextual effects in the mammalian auditory system typically exhibit a fairly brief time-span, from 100s of milliseconds to 10s of
seconds (Brosch and Schreiner, 2000; Ulanovsky et al., 2003,
2004; Bartlett and Wang, 2005). By contrast, a form of stimulusspecific habituation with a much longer time-span of hours, even
days, has been described in the secondary auditory forebrain
[caudomedial neostriatum (NCM)] of songbirds (Chew et al.,
1995, 1996; Phan et al., 2006), raising questions as to whether
there are comparable forms of habituation in the mammalian
auditory system. Although such stimulus long-term habituation
was observed in NCM for conspecific songs, it was not found in
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the primary auditory area of the songbird (Terleph et al., 2006).
Avian long-term habituation has been shown to require RNA
synthesis, and is associated with expression of the immediate
early gene (ZENK ), which is also necessary for long-term potentiation (Chew et al., 1995; Ribeiro et al., 2002; Phan et al., 2006).
Such long-term habituation to conspecific songs is also known to
correlate with behavioral responsiveness (Vicario, 2004), suggesting that it is a form of long-term auditory memory in songbirds that may be specialized for recalling the calls and songs of
conspecifics.
Some reports have suggested that there may be a comparable
long-term implicit auditory memory system in mammals. For
example, monkeys implicitly learn acoustic presentations of simple artificial grammars (AGs) after an exposure of 20 –30 min and
show memory for the AGs for at least 30 min to 1 d afterward
(Fitch and Hauser, 2004; Wilson et al., 2013). Pre-verbal infants
can also process and recall different AGs and show implicit longterm statistical learning of words, auditory patterns, and musical
sequences for over 2 weeks (Saffran et al., 1996, 1999; Jusczyk and
Hohne, 1997). Adult humans show an extraordinarily robust and
long-lasting implicit auditory memory that can develop rapidly
even for random noise or time patterns (Agus et al., 2010; Kang et
al., 2017). However, the existence of long-term habituation effects in the mammalian auditory system comparable to those
observed in songbirds has remained unexplored at the singleneuronal level. The experiments described here seek to determine
whether long-term stimulus habituation of neural responses also
exists in ferret auditory cortex. We also wondered whether longterm stimulus habituation could be demonstrated in the ferret,
and if so, whether such effects are only found in higher auditory
cortical fields (as in songbirds), or are also present in the primary
auditory cortex (A1). To answer these questions, we recorded
responses in ferret A1, and also in two higher auditory cortical
fields in the dorsal posterior ectosylvian gyrus (dPEG) of the
ferret (Bizley et al., 2015) adjacent to A1. These two fields, posterior pseudosylvian field (PPF) and posterior suprasylvian field
(PSF), comprise an area in dPEG that has been shown to exhibit
enhanced response plasticity and selectivity during behavior
(Atiani et al., 2014). We presented a range of complex sounds,
including speech, animal vocalizations, and music. Stimuli were
repeated in blocks, and then the habituated responses were tested
for their strength and persistence (for up to 20 min). A parallel set
of pupillometric response measurements were also conducted in
the awake ferret to determine whether long-term behavioral habituation effects are similar to the neuronal ones, testing the hypothesis that habituation to passively presented stimuli may be
correlated with long-term recognition of familiar sounds.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Adult female ferrets, Mustela putorius (n ⫽ 6), were used for this
study. Three ferrets were used for electrophysiological recordings from
auditory cortex and three additional ferrets were used for pupillometry
measurement. All ferrets used in this study had been previously trained
on auditory streaming instrumental tasks (Lu et al., 2017) that were
unrelated to this implicit habituation procedure. The ferrets were housed
on a 12 h light/dark cycle. They were placed on a water-control protocol
in which they received their daily liquid during experimental sessions on
2 d per week and obtained ad libitum water on the other 5 d per week. All
experimental procedures were in accordance with National Institutes of
Health policy on animal care and use and conformed to a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of University of Maryland.
Surgeries. A head-post was surgically implanted to stabilize the head
for neurophysiological and pupillary recordings. Animals were anesthe-
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tized with isoflurane (1.5–2% in oxygen) and a customized stainless-steel
head post was surgically implanted on the ferret skull under aseptic conditions. The skull covering the auditory cortex was exposed and covered
by a thin layer of Heraeus Kulzer Charisma (1 mm thick) and surrounded
by a thicker wall built with Charisma (3 mm thick). After recovery from
surgery, the animals were habituated to head restraint in a customized
holder, which fixed the head post stably in place and restrained the body
in a plastic tube. Two days before electrophysiological recording, a small
craniotomy (1–3 mm diameter) was made above auditory cortex for
electrophysiological recordings. At the beginning and end of each recording session, the craniotomy was thoroughly rinsed with sterile saline.
At the end of a recording session, the craniotomy and well was filled with
topical antibiotics (in saline solution) that were rotated on a weekly basis
(either Baytril or cefazolin). After drying with sterile eye spears, the well
was filled with silicone (sterile vinyl polysiloxane impression material,
Examix NDS), which provided a tight, protective seal for the well. The
silicone plug could be removed easily at the next recording session. Necessary steps were taken to maintain sterility in the craniotomy region
during all procedures. After recordings were completed in the original
craniotomy, it was gradually enlarged by removing adjacent small adjacent bone sections of the skull over successive months of recording to
eventually provide access for electrode recordings to the entire A1 and
dPEG. The procedure for enlarging the craniotomy was identical to that
followed for drilling the original craniotomy.
Electrophysiological recording. Electrophysiological recordings were
made in a walk-in double-walled soundproof booth (IAC). The awake
animal was immobilized in a comfortable tube and the implanted head
post was clamped to fix the head in place relative to a stereotaxic frame.
Recordings were conducted in primary A1 and in dPEG of both left and
right hemispheres. In each recording, 4⬃8 tungsten microelectrodes
(2–3 M⍀, FHC) were introduced through the craniotomies and controlled by independently moveable drives (Electrode Positioning System,
Alpha-Omega). Raw neural activity traces were amplified, filtered, and
digitally acquired by a data acquisition system (AlphaLab, AlphaOmega). Multiunit neuronal responses were monitored online (including all spikes that rose above a threshold level of 3.5 SD of baseline noise).
Single units were isolated online by searching for single-unit activity.
Bandpass noise (0.2 s duration, 1 octave bandwidth) and pure tone (0.2 s
duration) stimuli were presented to search for responsive sites. After
recordings, single units were isolated again by off-line customized spikesorting software, which was based on a PCA and template-matching
algorithm (Meska-PCA, NSL). As auditory responses were found, the
frequency tuning of neurons were determined by pure tone and temporally orthogonal ripple combinations (Depireux et al., 2001). Following
characterization of receptive field properties and frequency tuning, stimulus playback experiments were performed.
Auditory field localization. The approximate location of A1 was initially
determined by stereotaxic coordinates and then refined with neurophysiological mapping of the tonotopic map in A1 (Bizley et al., 2005). The
posterior border of A1 (along the suprasylvian sulcus) was marked by the
presence of visual responses from neighboring visual cortex. The location
of dPEG was determined neurophysiologically by tonotopically mapping
A1 and dPEG, which share a common low-frequency border (Fig, 1;
Atiani et al., 2014; Bizley et al., 2005, 2015). The tonotopic gradient in A1
goes from high- to low-frequency along a rostrally tilted dorsoventral
axis until the gradient reversed and best frequency increases again in the
mirror frequency maps in the two areas that comprise the dPEG-PPF and
PSF. In addition to the A1/dPEG tonotopic gradient reversal, transition
to dPEG was also marked by somewhat longer latencies, greater sustained
responses and weaker envelope phase-locking than in A1 (Atiani et al.,
2014; Bizley et al., 2005). The ventral boundary of the dPEG was determined by abrupt transition from high-frequency tuning to broad lowfrequency tuning (Atiani et al., 2014; Bizley et al., 2005, 2015).
Auditory stimuli and experimental design. Acoustic stimuli were comprised of 73 short samples of animal vocalizations, speech, vocal and
instrumental music, and sampled at 40 kHz. Animal vocalizations and
human speech were 2– 4 s long (Fig. 2A). Instrumental music excerpts
were 3–5 s long. All stimulus amplitudes were presented at 65 dB SPL
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Figure 1. A. Schematic of location and tonotopic gradients in primary A1 and the two cortical
fields in dPEG (PPF and PSF) in ferrets. Bold black trace indicates the border of the ectosylvian
gyrus. A1 displays a clear tonotopic gradient, with best frequencies changing from high to low
along the dorsoventral axis. The two cortical fields in dPEG share a common low-frequency
border with A1 (slightly tilted horizontal dashed line). They have a reversed tuning-gradient
from low to high frequencies (with the dorsoventral axis tilted anteroventral for PPF and posteroventral for PSF, arrows). The transition from dPEG to ventral PEG (vPEG) is marked by an
abrupt transition to low-frequency tuning and longer response latencies (horizontal dashed line
indicates border).
from a speaker placed 1 m in front of the animal in a large, walk-in
double-walled soundproof booth (IAC).
The habituation paradigm used to habituate the animal to a specific
complex sound sequence was very similar to the paradigm used in previous avian studies (Chew et al., 1995, 1996). It consisted of three phases,
with three blocks in each phase (Fig. 2B). In Phase 1, three distinct stimuli, novel to the animal, were presented for 50 repetitions each, in three
sequential blocks, with a 6 s interstimulus gap between stimuli (the same
timing was used in the following 2 phases as well). Each block of 50
repetitions lasted ⬃10 min, and thus the entire Phase 1 lasted ⬃30 min.
In Phase 2, familiarity to the same three original stimuli from Phase 1 was
tested by presenting 25 repetitions in each block in the same order, so that
each now-familiar stimulus was presented ⬃20 min after its last presentation in Phase 1. In Phase 3, the same three stimuli were reversed temporally to generated sounds with novel temporal features but minimally
changed spectral characteristics. Reversed stimuli were presented in the
same order as the three original stimuli from Phase 1, with 25 repetitions
in each block.
It should be noted that we did not attempt to habituate cells with
simple tonal stimuli because these stimuli were routinely used to search
for units and characterize their tuning curves, so that pure tones were not
novel for the animals. Furthermore, the time window available for retesting all neurons for persistence of memory effects was limited to the
minimal time we could hold cells reliably, which was at least 1 h, hence
the combined duration of the three Phases.
Data analysis. The amplitude of auditory responses was defined as the
average spike-rate in the response window (from stimulus onset to 250
ms after stimulus offset. The baseline activity was quantified as the average spike-rate during the period of 1 s before stimulus onset. Any recording with significant change in baseline activity within or between
habituation phases was excluded from further analysis (criterion within
phases: Spearman correlation p ⬍ 0.01; between phases: Kolmogorov–
Smirnov two-sample test, p ⬍ 0.01). Stability of single units throughout
each recording was confirmed by stable spike waveforms. If there were
changes in spike waveform during the recording, the neurons were not
used for further analysis.
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Quantification of habituation effect. To quantify habituation of auditory responses in Phase 1, the response rate for each single unit was
quantified on a trial-by-trial basis (see Fig. 4C). Responses from trial 2 to
17 in each block (i.e., 1 stimulus type) in Phase 1 were averaged. These 16
trials (i.e., stimulus presentations) constituted the initial ⬃one-third of
the stimulus presentations in the block, whose mean was defined as the
starting-response for a given novel stimulus. Following paradigms used
previously in the songbird literature (Phan et al., 2006; Phan and Vicario,
2010), the first stimulus was excluded from the analysis as it usually had
a relatively strong and variable response that quickly adapted (in the
Discussion, we will separately discuss and summarize responses to the
first stimulus in the block). Similarly, response rates from the last 16 trials
in each block were averaged and defined as the end-response. For each
recorded neuron, three types of stimuli were tested. Both the startingand end-responses were averaged across all these stimuli for a given
neuron, so that the response amplitude change (i.e., the difference between starting- and end-response firing rates) was measured as a characteristic property of each neuron for each novel stimulus.
Dynamics of the habituation process were quantified by linear regression (following closely procedures used by Chew et al., 1995; Phan et al.,
2006; Phan and Vicario, 2010) across all trials as follows: (1) The response
rate of each trial in each block was divided by the average response from
trials 2 to 6 inclusive. This normalization converted the raw spike rate in
each trial to a percentage of the averaged response amplitude at the
beginning of each block. (2) A linear regression between trial number
and normalized response amplitudes was performed for all trials (excluding the first trial) and the slope of the linear regression was calculated. (3) Regression slopes from the three tested stimuli (blocks) in each
phase were averaged.
Regression slopes were compared across the three test phases and also
compared between A1 and dPEG. For the cross-phase comparison, regression slopes for Phase 1 were only calculated from the first half of the
trials, so that equal number of trials (25, because 25 repetitions were
presented in Phases 2 and 3) were measured in all of the three phases
(following procedure used by Phan et al., 2006; Velho et al., 2012). To
compare regression slopes across different stimulus classes, all stimuli
were assigned to one of three classes of auditory stimuli: (A) Animal
vocalizations, (B) musical excerpts and vocal songs, and (C) human
speech. Regression slopes within each stimulus class were pooled and
compared.
Calculation of mutual information. We analyzed changes in mutual
information (MI) carried by spike trains during habituation to novel
stimuli in Phase 1. MI was calculated as the difference between the entropy associated with all responses of a neuron and the entropy of responses to a given stimulus, following standard procedures (Nelken and
Chechik, 2007). The first 25 trials of the three novel stimuli in test Phase
1 were chosen for calculating MI for novel stimuli. MI was calculated
from randomly selected subsets of data of three sizes [⬃50% (12), 80%
(20), and 100% (25) of the first 25 trials]. Then a linear regression between MIs and the reciprocal of the sample size in each dataset was
calculated. The intercept of the linear regression provided an estimate of
the unbiased MI. Because the acoustic stimuli had different durations,
only the first 800 ms was used for the MI calculations, with 80 ms as the
bin size. This limited duration was used so as to use fewer trials for the MI
calculation and capture its dynamics. Following the same procedure, MI
for the familiar stimuli was calculated from the last 25 trials of the same
stimuli in the block. In other words, for each neuron, we computed one
MI value for the first 25 trials in Phase 1 and one for the last 25 trials in
Phase 1. The difference between MI (novel) and MI (familiar) corresponds to the MI change (⌬MI). We averaged ⌬MI over all neurons.
Pupillary measurements. We tested pupillary size changes during longterm stimulus habituation. Three naive ferrets were tested with the same
paradigm, where animals were head-fixed, passively listening to sound
presentations in three test phases. Pupillary changes were recorded at 3
Hz using a DCC1545M camera (Thorlabs; TML-HP 1_ Telecentric lens,
Edmund Optics) with regular illumination. Recorded images were analyzed and pupillary size was measured offline. Baseline pupillary size was
calculated by averaging measurements in 2 s windows before stimulus
onset. Pupillary responses to stimuli were measured in 5 s windows after
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Figure 2. A, Spectrograms of six diverse broadband stimuli used in the habituation study. B, Schematic illustration of how stimuli were presented. Blocks of three Novel stimuli (blue arrows) were
presented in Phase 1. In each block, there were 50 repetitions of one of the three novel stimuli. The now Familiar stimuli (red arrows) are then presented in blocks of 25 repetitions in Phase 2. The
Reversed stimuli (green arrows) are then presented in blocks of 25 repetitions in Phase 3.

stimulus onset. Then pupillary size measured in the response window
was adjusted by subtracting the baseline pupillary measurement in each
trial. To compare the pupillary responses to novel stimuli and familiar
stimuli, pupillary responses, as a function of time, were calculated in the
same way as analysis of post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) differences
(except that more repetitions were used in the analysis because of the
much lower sampling rate of pupillary recording compared with electrophysiology). Pupillary responses to the first 15 trials of novel sounds were
pooled together and compared with pupillary responses to the last 15
trials of familiar sounds.
The latency of pupillary responses was determined in the same way as
the analysis of temporal profile of neural habituation. Habituation curves
of pupillary responses were estimated from trial-by-trial pupillary measurements as in the analysis of habituation curves of the neural data.
Statistical methods. Results were plotted as histograms or cumulative
frequency distributions (which reveal details of multiple distributions)
and also as conventional box-and-whisker plots. Because sample distributions in some tests did not satisfy criteria for parametric tests, nonparametric statistics were used. Changes in response rates over repetitive
stimulation and slopes of linear regression from the neuron population
were tested by the Wilcoxon matched pairs test (the nonparametric version of one-sample t test). Differences between test phases were similarly
tested. Friedman ANOVA tests were used to test multiple matched samples. For non-matched samples, differences between the two brain
regions (A1 and dPEG) were tested by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov twosample test (the nonparametric version of two-sample t test). Median
tests (similar to one-factor ANOVA) were applied to multiple nonmatched samples.

Results
Basic response properties were measured in 83 single-units in
dPEG (pooled data from PPF and PSF), and 81 single units in A1,
in the auditory cortices of three ferrets. A1 neurons showed clear,
narrowly tuned receptive fields (Fig. 3 A, B, left column), compared with the more broadly-tuned receptive fields of dPEG neurons (Fig. 3 A, B, right column), consistent with earlier reports
(Atiani et al., 2014). Distribution of bandwidths for A1 and dPEG
receptive field filters, as shown in Figure 3C, were significantly
different (A1: median ⫽ 0.8, dPEG: median ⫽ 1.4; Kolmogorov–
Smirnov two-sample test, p ⫽ 0.023). We note that we grouped
the neurons in PPF and PSF together as one set in dPEG, because
they showed similar properties in our experimental habituation
paradigm.
Habituation to repeated acoustic stimuli
We measured the average responses to repeated presentations of
novel stimuli in Phase 1, as illustrated for one dPEG neuron by
the raster responses in Figure 4A. Both the temporal pattern of
responses and spike waveforms remained consistent throughout
the recording (Fig. 4 A, B). Figure 4C showed spike-rate plots for
an A1 neuron and a dPEG neuron. A typical pattern of response
changes demonstrated in these plots is the habituation of responses of dPEG cells (but not of A1) as the number of repetitions
increases. This was quantified by the difference between the av-
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that far more of the dPEG neurons habituated to repetitive stimulation of novel
sounds than A1 neurons.

Figure 3. A, Examples of multi-intensity tuning curves of an A1 neuron (left) and a dPEG neuron (right). Tuning curves were
displayed on the same color scale. Tuning curves shown in the three panels from top-to-bottom reflect, respectively, onset
responses (0 –100 ms after stimulus onset), sustained responses (100 –200 ms after stimulus onset), and off-responses (0 –50 ms
after stimulus offset). B, Examples of spectro-temporal receptive fields (STRFs) of an A1 neuron (left) and a dPEG neuron (right). C,
Histograms of tuning-widths of A1 (left) and dPEG (right) neurons. The red vertical dashed line indicates the median of tuningwidth in each distribution in A1 and dPEG. Bandwidths of dPEG neurons are wider than in A1. The values are indicated at the
bottom. A1 has fewer neurons (N ⫽ 31) and the mean for A1 was skewed by a few outliers.

erage response of the initial and last set of 16 trials, indicated by
the green bars in the example units in Figure 4C. Overall,
response-rates in dPEG decreased significantly (Wilcoxon test:
z ⫽ ⫺4.77, p ⫽ 0.001; Fig. 4D, right histogram). By comparison,
they only slightly, and not significantly, decreased in A1 neurons
(Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺1.68, p ⫽ 0.094; Fig. 4D, left histogram),
indicating that the degree of response habituation was quite different between the primary and secondary auditory cortical areas
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test, p ⫽ 0.031). We then
quantified the trial-by-trial response change over repetitions using linear regression (Fig. 4C, red lines). Significant negative regression slopes were found only in dPEG (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽
⫺4.23, p ⫽ 0.001; Fig. 4E, right histogram). Slopes in A1 neurons,
by contrast, were only slightly biased to the negative side (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.76, p ⫽ 0.447; Fig. 4E, left histogram). Differences in regression slopes between the two areas were significant
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test, p ⫽ 0.041) indicating

Habituation was independent for
each stimulus
Because both the frequency tuning of
dPEG neurons and the overall average
spectrum of the stimuli were both broad,
dPEG neurons usually responded to all
three types of stimuli (as shown in the example in right panel of Fig. 4C) in the first
test Phase 1. If habituation were due to
fatigue, presentation of stimuli in the first
block would have interfered with responses to stimuli in the other two blocks
in Phase 1. In particular, if habituation
were due to fatigue, then stimuli in the
second and third blocks in Phase 1 would
have evoked weaker responses at the start
of each block and should also have shown
flatter regression slopes across each block.
Instead, we found that habituation in
dPEG neurons proceeded independently
for each of the presented stimuli. As
shown in Figure 4F, we did not find significant differences in initial response rate
across the three blocks in Phase 1 (Friedman ANOVA:  2 ⫽ 0.521, p ⫽ 0.771), so
spike rate was not reduced across sequential blocks. There was also no significant
difference in regression slopes across
three sequential blocks (Fig. 4G; Friedman ANOVA:  2 ⫽ 3.479, p ⫽ 0.176).
Therefore, habituation to one stimulus
did not interfere with either the spike rate
or regression slopes of other incoming
novel stimuli. Thus, habituation was
stimulus independent for the diverse set
of these complex stimuli.

Habituation was long lasting
Next, we compared habituation to the
same stimulus in the three test Phases: as
originally novel (Phase 1), as familiar
(Phase 2) and as a reversed stimulus
(Phase 3). Figure 5A illustrates the response habituation in two
neurons in dPEG to the same stimulus in the three phases. In
Phase 1 (blue dots), responses showed reduction with repetition.
In the Phase 2 (red dots), the same stimuli were presented 20 min
later, and responses remained habituated at the level measured at
the end of the first phase. In addition, regression slopes of responses to these stimuli were much flatter than those for novel
stimuli. This long-lasting habituation was clearly not due to fatigue of the stimulated neurons, because when the same stimuli
were time-reversed and presented again (Phase 3, green dots),
response rates dramatically increased initially, with regression
slopes almost comparable with those of novel stimuli.
To quantify these effects at the population level, we compared
regression slopes for novel, familiar, and time-reversed stimuli.
Because familiar and reversed stimuli were presented over 25
repetitions, only the first 25 trials of the novel stimuli were used
for comparison to ensure a matched sample (following the same
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Figure 4. A, Examples of a dPEG response to novel stimuli. Raster shows spike times by trials. Two dashed lines indicate the onset and offset of the stimuli. Baseline activity was measured within
the 1 s window before stimulus onset. Notice that the baseline is consistent in both PSTHs. Yet, spikes became sparser after 20 –30 repetitions. In this example, PSTHs for the first eight trials (blue)
in a block of identical stimuli is shows an increased response compared with the PSTH for the last eight trials in this block (red). B, Spike waveform for the neuron in 3A is consistent across the whole
recording session for all phases. C, Examples of spike counts by trials for an A1 neuron and a dPEG neuron in response to three novel sounds in three sequential blocks. Red line shows the linear
regression fit. Green horizontal lines show the average spike rate in the first and last 16 trials. D, Histograms of changes in response strength in A1 (N ⫽ 81) and dPEG (N ⫽ 83). Response change
is calculated as the difference between the average spike count of the first 16 trials in the block and of the last 16 trials (C, green lines). The vertical dashed lines indicate zero. The green arrows
indicated the mean of each distribution. E, Histograms of regression slopes in A1 (N ⫽ 81) and dPEG (N ⫽ 83). The vertical dashed lines indicate zero. The green arrows indicate the mean in each
distribution. F, Box-and-whisker plot of spike counts in dPEG (N ⫽ 73) to three novel stimuli sequentially presented in Phase 1. There was no significant difference between blocks, indicating that
habituation to the first stimulus did not affect responses to the second and third stimulus. G, Box-and-whisker plot of regression in dPEG (N ⫽ 73) slopes of three novel stimuli sequentially presented
in Phase 1. The dashed red line indicated 0. Regression slops in all three blocks were significantly lower than zero ( p ⬍ 0.001 for all). There was no significant difference between blocks, indicating
that each novel stimulus was habituated independently.

procedures previously used in songbirds: Phan et al., 2006; Velho
et al., 2012). Figure 5, B and C, illustrates that the regression
slopes to novel stimuli were significantly negative (Wilcoxon test:
z ⫽ ⫺4.05, p ⫽ 0.001; Fig. 5B, blue trace, C, left box). By contrast,
regression slopes of familiar stimuli were evenly distributed
around zero with no significant bias (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.38,
p ⫽ 0.702; Fig. 5B, red trace, C, middle box). When stimuli were

time-reversed, regression slopes became significantly negative
again (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺3.66, p ⫽ 0.001; Fig. 5B, green trace,
C, right box).
To explore in more detail the differences between the habituation in the three test phases, we computed the grand average
habituation curves from the entire population of dPEG cells for
the various types of stimuli. As shown in Figure 5D, responses to
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Figure5. A,ExamplesofspikecountsbytrialsintwodPEGneuronsinresponsetoastimuluswhenitwasnovel(blue),familiar(red),orreversed(green).Notethatthefirstpresentationofthefamiliarstimulus
inPhase2occurred20minafterthelasttrialofthesamestimuluswhenitwasnovelinPhase1.B,Cumulativefrequencydistributionofregressionslopesfornovelstimuli(blue),familiarstimuli(red)andreversed
stimuli (green) in dPEG. Horizontal dashed line on the right indicated that 68% regression slopes obtained from novel stimuli were lower than zero. Horizontal dashed line on the left indicated that only 50%
(chance level) of the regression slopes obtained from familiar stimuli were lower than zero.C, Box-and-whisker plot of regression slopes in dPEG for novel (left), familiar (middle), and reversed (right) stimuli.D,
Population habituation curve in PEG. Each circle indicates responses averaged from all neurons (N ⫽ 83). Error bars on top of circles show SE. The first red line (across the blue circles) shows the linear regression
fitforthefirst25trialsofnovelstimuli.Thebluelineshowsthelinearregressionfitforfamiliarstimuli.Thesecondredline(acrossthegreencircles)showsthelinearregressionfitforreversedstimuli.Thetwored
lines were clearly tilted. The blue line was flat. Notice that the very first trials in all three conditions were excluded from this analysis. E, The temporal profiles of auditory responses to novel stimuli in dPEG (red)
andtofamiliarstimuli(blue),calculatedfromaveragedPSTHsacrossallneuronsandallstimuli.Reddashedlineshowsstimulusonsettime.TheBlackdashedlineisthethresholdcalculatedfromthemeaninthe
baseline plus SE (in 10 ms bins). The latency of the responses is marked by green vertical line. The peak of the PSTHs is indicated by the blue vertical line.

novel stimuli (blue dots) decreased by ⬃20% in the first 25 trials
that were used to calculate all regression slopes, reaching a plateau after ⬃25–30 trials. Responses to familiar stimuli (red dots)
were approximately habituated to the same level as this plateau, except (as discussed later) for the first two trials, which showed an
increased response. The regression slope for familiar stimuli was
significantly flatter than the slope to novel stimuli. Finally, the regression slope for reversed stimuli (green dots) was similar to the slope
for novel stimuli, suggesting that the long-lasting habituation to familiar stimuli was not due to fatigue, but likely reflected a form of
long-term memory in dPEG (lasting longer than 20 min) analogous
to that found in birds. The absence of long-lasting habituation in A1
and its presence in dPEG distinguished it from stimulus-specific
adaptation (SSA), which is observed in many earlier auditory processing stages such as inferior colliculus and auditory thalamus
(Antunes et al., 2010; Duque et al., 2012; Nelken, 2014).

However, the response to the very first trial was clearly much
larger than the responses in the rest of trials of the block. We
compared its amplitude with the mean of trials 2–25 (used in
linear regression analysis). It was 23% larger than the rest of the
trials for novel stimuli, 13% larger than the rest of trials for familiar stimuli and 15% larger than the rest of trials for reversed
stimuli, which indicated that a possible SSA-like effect may occur
at the beginning of each block.
Finally, we also examined the effects of the habituation on
the temporal profile of the dPEG responses. The averaged
PSTH of all dPEG responses to novel stimuli is shown in Figure 5E (blue trace), together with the same response to the
familiar version of the stimuli (red trace). As noted earlier, the
two responses appear very similar except for an overall 18%
attenuation of the habituated responses. In A1, a similar analysis showed that there was no such attenuation.
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Mutual information increased after habituation
So far, habituation of neural responses was quantified as the
spike-rate change during stimulus presentations. We also examined the spike pattern changes during habituation. We hypothesized that as the spike rates decreased with habituation, response
noise would also decrease such that the MI between spike-trains
and stimuli would increase, as found in works with songbirds (Lu
and Vicario, 2014). Thus, we calculated the MIs for the first half
of trials of all three stimuli in test Phase 1 and compared them
with the MIs for the second half of trials of the same stimuli in one
block in Phase 1, when they were habituated. Consistent with the
hypothesis, our analysis revealed that the MI did not significantly
change in A1 (Fig. 7A, C, blue trace; Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺1.34,
p ⫽ 0.181), whereas it significantly increased in dPEG (Fig. 7 B, C,
red trace; Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺4.11, p ⫽ 0.001).

Figure 6. A, Box-and-whisker plots of regression slopes for animal vocalizations, music and
speech, measured in dPEG. All are significantly lower than zero, and there are no significant
differences among them. Animal: p ⬍ 0.001; Music: p ⬍ 0.02; Speech: p ⬍ 0.001. B, Box-andwhisker plot of regression slopes for animal vocalizations, music, and speech, measured in A1.
None of them is significantly lower than zero. C, There was a marginal (not significant) negative
relationship between regression slopes and tuning-width in dPEG neurons.

Habituation was similar for all stimulus types
As described in Materials and Methods, three different categories
of novel stimuli (speech, music, animal vocalizations) were used
in each recording. In the analysis discussed above, responses to
these three different types of stimuli were averaged in each test
phase. To compare habituation effects among these three stimulus categories, we analyzed data for each stimulus-type separately.
However, we found no significant differences in regression slopes
across the three classes, either in dPEG (Fig. 6A; Median test,
 2 ⫽ 5.10, df ⫽ 2, p ⫽ 0.078) or in A1 (Fig. 6B; Median test,  2 ⫽
1.50, df ⫽ 2, p ⫽ 0.472). Stimuli from all three types of sounds
habituated equally in dPEG: animal vocalizations (Wilcoxon test:
z ⫽ ⫺3.41, p ⫽ 0.001); musical pieces and vocal songs (Wilcoxon
test: z ⫽ ⫺2.31, p ⫽ 0.02); speech (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺4.13, p ⫽
0.001). Similarly, in A1, none of three types induced significant
habituation: animal vocalization (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.96, p ⫽
0.338); music pieces and vocal songs (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.35,
p ⫽ 0.730); speech (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.966, p ⫽ 0.334).
Therefore, habituation was independent of the type of sound
presented.
Habituation was not correlated with the tuning of
the neurons
We also tested to see whether habituation was related to neuronal
frequency tuning by correlating the bandwidth of each recorded
neuron in A1 and dPEG with its regression slope for novel stimuli
(Phase 1). We did not find any significant correlation between the
two properties in either cortical field: A1 ( ⫽ ⫺0.03, p ⫽ 0.858)
and dPEG ( ⫽ ⫺0.14, p ⫽ 0.222). However, there is a slight
negative trend for correlations calculated in dPEG neurons (Fig.
6C), indicating that neurons with wider tuning bandwidths may
habituate slightly faster than narrowly tuned neurons.

Pupillary measurement was consistent with neural
habituation results
Based on analogous findings in birds, the results thus far opened
up the possibility that the long-lasting habituation of neural responses observed in dPEG might reflect a long-term auditory
recognition memory for complex sounds that could be measured
at a behavioral level. To confirm the presence of memory, we
sought a behavioral measure that could demonstrate the animals’
recognition of familiar stimuli compared with the novel ones. As
pupillary size-changes in response to sound have been shown to
be an indicator of arousal (Reimer et al., 2016) we therefore measured pupillary size-changes in three awake, quietly listening animals presented with the same sequence of stimuli used for the
electrophysiology experiments. Animals’ pupillary size increased
significantly (13% increase relative to the baseline, Wilcoxon test:
z ⫽ ⫺17.9, p ⫽ 0.001) after presentation of novel sounds (Fig. 8A,
blue trace) with a latency of 0.9 s. By comparison, pupillary responses to familiar sounds (same sounds presented ⬃20 min
later in Phase 2) were much smaller and not significantly different
from the baseline (Wilcoxon test: z ⫽ ⫺0.04, p ⫽ 0.968; Fig. 8A,
red trace), as a result of habituation. Therefore, habituation of
pupillary responses was consistent with the pattern of long-term
habituation of neural responses in dPEG. Trial-by-trial analysis
of pupillary responses revealed a similar picture: pupillary responses to novel stimuli (blue trace) showed a clear reduction in
the initial few trials; whereas pupillary size did not change significantly to familiar stimuli (red trace), except for the first trial. The
habituation curve to the time-reversed stimuli (green trace) was
similar to that of the novel stimuli, exhibiting recovered responses to those stimuli in the initial few trials.
However, one difference between pupillary and neural habituation was that habituation in pupillary responses to novel stimuli was much faster than neuronal habituation to the same
stimuli. Many fewer trials were needed to induce pupillary habituation, which reached plateau after only the first five trials. By
comparison, neural habituation to novel stimuli in dPEG did not
plateau until 25⬃30 trials (Fig. 5D). This difference is highlighted
by the difference between the fitted power-functions to the neuronal habituation (Fig. 8C, solid purple curve, replotted as D,
dashed curve) and its pupillary habituation counterpart (Fig. 8D,
solid blue curve). The dramatic difference between the two curves
shows that the global habituation effect (as reflected by the pupillary modulation) occurred much faster, within only a few trials.

Discussion
Habituation experiments described in this report yielded several
significant findings: (1) Long-term habituation occurred in re-
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al., 1998). It has been assumed that fatigue
is the underlying cause of these “repetition suppression” effects, induced by repetitive activation of the same neuron
population. However, as we described
earlier, the habituation in our experiments cannot be explained by fatigue for
three reasons: (1) In our experiments,
both neuronal receptive fields and stimuli
were often broad enough that neurons responded to all three stimuli in Phase 1.
Thus, if habituation was the result of simple fatigue, then subsequently presented
stimuli should have induced weaker responses and hence less habituation. But
there was no such interaction between sequential stimulus blocks. (Fig. 4 F, G). (2)
Familiar stimuli were presented ⬃20 min
later, yet the responses remained habituated (Fig. 5C, D). To our knowledge, such
a long-term “fatigue” of responses from
passive exposure to acoustic stimuli has
not been previously reported at the singleunit level in the mammalian auditory sysFigure 7. A, Histograms of mutual information changes (familiar ⫺ novel) during habituation in A1. There was no significant tem. (3) Time-reversed stimuli induced
change in mutual information. The vertical dashed lines indicate zero, and the green arrows mark the mean of each distribution. responses similar to novel stimuli in the
B, Same plots as in A, except for all dPEG cells. C, Cumulative frequency distribution of mutual information changes in A1 (blue) and same neurons that had already been habitdPEG (red).
uated to the forward versions of the stimuli (Fig. 5C, D). However, there are still
sponses of the secondary auditory cortical fields dPEG, but not in
many unanswered questions about the precision or degree of
the primary auditory cortex A1. (2) The habituation to each novel
stimulus-generality of the habituation process that we have obstimulus in a given neuron showed no interference across stimuli.
served in the ferret auditory cortex. Additional experiments, with
Habituation to each stimulus was independent of ongoing habitmore sequential blocks, with artificial stimuli that have varying
uation to the other two novel stimuli in the current threedegrees of stimulus similarity, will test what acoustic features,
stimulus, three-block design, and hence the observed habituation
and at what spectral-temporal scale, may cause potential inwas stimulus-specific for each set of three diverse stimuli. (3)
terference or generalization across stimuli during habituation.
Habituation effects lasted for at least 20 min. (4) The effects obSuch experiments will clarify the possible stimulus specificity
served cannot be explained by simple fatigue in specific frequency
of habituation and may also be beneficial for understanding
channels, because time-reversed sounds (with comparable averthe underlying mechanisms.
age spectral content) induced responses similar to novel sounds.
(5) Pupillary changes revealed a rapid global habituation effect
Differences between long-term habituation and stimulusthat correlated with the neural habituation effects, indicating
specific adaptation
links between arousal, neuronal activity, and potentially parallel
SSA occurs when a small number of oddball stimuli are presented
behavioral correlates.
in the context of large numbers of standard stimuli. Oddball
Stimulus-dependent attenuation of neuronal responses to restimuli evoked larger responses than the adapted responses to the
petitive presentation of visual and auditory stimuli has already
common standard stimuli and these oddball responses can be
been extensively studied and exploited as a powerful paradigm in
viewed as violations of learned expectations developed during
fMRI, EEG experiments (for review, see Krekelberg et al., 2006;
repetition of the standard. SSA usually depends on the contrast
Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014).
between the oddball and the standard stimuli (e.g., frequency
There are at least two types of neuronal attenuation phenomena
differences; Ulanovsky et al., 2003), and the underlying mechathat have been previously studied: (1) Repetition suppression due
nisms may include release from suppression that is induced by
to fatigue (for review, see Grill-Spector et al., 2006). (2) SSA
the repetitive standard sounds within a short-time history
because of contrast between oddball and standard stimuli
(Yarden and Nelken, 2017). However, there are three factors dis(Ulanovsky et al., 2003, 2004). The long-term habituation that we
tinguishing the long-term habituation we have observed from the
describe here differs from both of these phenomena, as we shall
SSA: (1) In our paradigm, a familiar sound was often presented
describe below.
immediately following a whole block of sounds that were of a
different type, and hence contrasted strongly with them. If habitDifferences between long-term habituation and repetition
uation followed the same pattern as SSA, then responses to familsuppression due to fatigue
iar (i.e., previously habituated) sounds should be as strong as
Repetition suppression has been used in fMRI and EEG studies,
those to novel stimuli. Yet, the response to familiar sounds (apart
and is considered to be related to perceptual “after-effects”. For
from the first 1 or 2 presentations) appeared to be already habitexample, presenting gratings for 40 s and then switching to an
uated; i.e., in contrast, in SSA, the memory of habituation of a
orthogonal orientation induced large responses in V1 (Tootell et
given stimulus in one block of repeated stimuli appears to be
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Figure 8. A, The temporal profile of pupillary responses in response to novel sounds (blue trace) and familiar sounds (red trace). Stimulus onset time (red dashed line), threshold (black dashed
line), and latency (green vertical line) are all defined as in Figure 5E. An example of pupil image after presentation of a novel sound (top) and at baseline (before stimulus onset). Pupillary shape is
outlined with a white trace. B, Population habituation curve of pupillary response to novel stimuli (blue), familiar stimuli (red), and reversed stimuli (green). Asterisks indicate the trials in which the
averaged pupillary responses are significantly larger than baseline. Both novel stimuli and reversed stimuli induced significant pupillary responses in the initial few trials. Pupillary responses to
familiar sounds are not significantly larger than the base line, except for the first stimulus in a block. C, Best curve fit for the population habituation curve of dPEG neurons in response to novel stimuli
(same as the curve consisting of blue dots in Fig. 5D). A power function is fit to the data (purple trace). D, Blue solid trace shows the best fit for the pupillary habituation curve in response to novel
stimuli. The purple dashed line shows the best exponential fit for the population habituation curve of neural responses in C. Habituation in neural responses is much slower and continued even after
habituation of pupillary responses plateaued.

wiped clean (tabula rasa) after a delay (15 s). Switching the role of
the oddball and standard tones in SSA in successive blocks does
not appear to affect the basic response pattern, except for a very
small and nonspecific decline (Ulanovsky et al., 2004). Thus, in
classic SSA, in part because of stimulus block design, the notion
of long-term familiarized stimuli does not exist in the same way
that we have shown for long-term habituation. (2) SSA typically
acts over much shorter time windows lasting ⬍2 s (Ulanovsky et
al., 2003) although some influences can last much longer; up to a
minute or more (Ulanovsky et al., 2004). The habituation we
describe can last for at least 20 min, which is much longer than
has been described in the SSA literature. (3) SSA was first found in
A1 (Ulanovsky et al., 2003) and has also been described in higher
auditory cortical areas (Nieto-Diego and Malmierca, 2016). But
SSA has also been described in the midbrain (Malmierca et al.,
2009; Ayala and Malmierca, 2013) and thalamus (Anderson et al.,
2009; for review, see Malmierca et al., 2015). We found that longterm habituation was very weak in A1, becoming strong only in
the secondary auditory cortical areas of dPEG in the ferret.
The habituation curve described in our results may reflect a
combination of both local circuit and top-down effects. The response to the first trial for both novel and familiar stimuli (i.e.,
the same stimuli before and after habituation) elicited a significantly larger response, compared with the rest of the habituation
curve (Fig. 5D). This may reflect a surprise or even the classic
“oddball” SSA-like response, and an overall change in arousal
due to the rapid switch between stimuli in successive test blocks.
This is consistent with earlier findings in songbirds, which also
showed that if a conspecific vocalization was presented after a few
heterospecific vocalization, a “surprise” effect could be induced,

independent of an ongoing habituation effect (Lu and Vicario,
2017).
As indicated above, long-term habituation to auditory stimuli
has been described in the secondary auditory forebrain of songbirds but was also absent in the primary avian auditory forebrain,
a counterpart of A1 (Terleph et al., 2006). In addition, longlasting habituation has also been found in the optic tectum of
owls (Reches and Gutfreund, 2008; Netser et al., 2011; Dutta and
Gutfreund, 2014). In zebra finches, the long-term habituation
was correlated with habituation in behavioral responses to
sounds (Vicario, 2004) and imitation fidelity (Phan et al., 2006),
reflecting long-term recognition memory. Long-term habituation was correlated with a decrease of immediate early gene expression in the same regions (Mello et al., 1992) and requires
RNA and protein for expression (Chew et al., 1995) and is also
dependent upon ␣-adrenergic transmission in NCM (Velho et
al., 2012). Further behavioral, neurophysiological, and neuropharmacological experiments could test if similar gene and protein expression correlates are also present in the ferret dPEG.
Such experiments may also clarify the mechanisms of habituation
and distinguish it from other phenomenon (e.g., stimulus fatigue, SSA, etc.).
Comparison with studies of implicit (statistical) learning
Long-term habituation in birds is accompanied by extraction of
recurrent statistical patterns (Lu and Vicario, 2014), resembling
the implicit (statistical) learning that is found in animals and
human behavior. Young, pre-verbal human infants, nonhuman
primates and birds can process and recall different artificial
grammars and exhibit implicit long-term statistical learning of
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auditory patterns and sequences, or even random noise patterns
(Saffran et al., 1996, 1999; Hauser et al., 2001; Fitch and Hauser,
2004; Newport et al., 2004; Agus et al., 2010; Abe and Watanabe,
2011; Wilson et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2017; Milne et al., 2018). The
experiments we describe in this report may constitute the neuronal underpinnings of such long-term implicit learning phenomena, which have hitherto been unexplored at a cellular level in the
mammalian auditory system.
Habituation in the visual system
The basic phenomenon of stimulus-dependent auditory habituation is likely related to various forms of plasticity observed in
other modalities, such as the visual system. For example, a few
days of exposure to sequences of visual patterns led to long-term
potentiation in responses in V1 (Gavornik and Bear, 2014).
Given our results, and the bird literature on habituation, both of
which demonstrate the importance of higher auditory areas in
long-term habituation, it is surprising and intriguing that such
habituation can occur in the mouse primary visual cortex; although we speculate that V1 in the mouse may be more of an
associative cortical area. In support of the importance of higher
visual cortical areas in habituation, repetitive presentation of a
visual object image led to habituation in neurons in higher visual
cortical areas such as inferior temporal cortex in the macaque (Li
et al., 1993; Miller and Desimone, 1994; Sobotka and Ringo,
1994; Ringo, 1996), a habituation that is long-lasting (5 min)
even after 150 intervening stimuli (Li et al., 1993). However, these
latter studies in the monkey are quite different from our paradigm in that they experimented with behaving (as opposed to
passively viewing) monkeys performing delayed match-tosample tasks, and hence the effects were dependent on the reward
structure in the task. When a given visual object did not match the
sample (irrelevant to the reward), the responses to repetition of
this object image habituated. By contrast, if a given object was a
match (led to reward), the responses increased with repetition.
Finally, similar effects of long-lasting visual memories have been
described in fMRI/EEG studies with attentive human subjects
presented with repetitive or even single instance face or object
stimuli (Henson et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2000; van Turennout et
al., 2000; Doniger et al., 2001; Schendan and Kutas, 2003).
Contribution of habituation to complementary processes of
implicit acoustic scene analysis
We speculate that the combination of SSA and habituation to
repetitive, behaviorally neutral stimuli may be an effective blend
of implicit mechanisms for allocating attention to incoming
stimuli in the environmental soundscape, each with their own
time window. Although SSA detects violation of expectation in
short time window, habituation avoids over-responsiveness to
familiar sounds over a longer history. Thus, when a novel stimulus arrives, its biological relevance to the animal is initially unknown and hence it is beneficial to turn attention to the novel
event with an enhanced oddball alerting response. However, if
the same stimulus is repeated again and again without significant
behavioral consequences, its immediate behavioral relevance is
judged to be low and hence responses to this specific stimulus are
habituated (filtered out), and stored in long-term memory as a
signal that can be safely ignored, facilitating the processing of
other potentially more relevant incoming signals. These implicit
mechanisms are possibly complemented by processes during active engagement and attention where (as described earlier) association with a reward may potentiate the response.
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